Kensun relay harness install

Solutions: Ballasts absorb power when you turn on your engine. Ignore the noise. It will subside
after you switch it on and off a few times. Issue: The HIDs work when the engine is off, but the
lights shut down when you start your car. Please read all the warnings before installation to
avoid personal injury and damage to your vehicle or to your HID and LED systems. Solutions:
You may have a reverse polarity issue. Increase the fuses both in the car fuse box and the relay
harness to 20A. Check all connections. Check grounds and all other connections. Solutions:
Release the pins in the 3-pin connector and reorder them. You may need several attempts to
determine the proper configuration. Issue: HID lights flicker. Increase the fuse strength both in
the car fuse box and the relay harness to 20A. Check all the connections. Clean them if
necessary. Check the car battery. It should be delivering a minimum of 12V. Raise the fuses in
both the car fuse box and relay harness to 20A. It should be providing a minimum of 12V. Issue:
LED lights are flickering on and off. Issue: Only one side of the HID headlights is working.
Solutions: Check all the connections. Check if the bulb or ballast is faulty i. Replace the faulty
bulb. Issue: The ballasts make noise when you turn on the car. Issue: The colors the HID bulbs
emit in the headlights differ. Solutions: New light bulbs may differ slightly for the first few
hours, but they are likely to even out within a short period of time. The housings require
alignment because their heights differ. If this is the case, we recommend getting the help of a
professional mechanic. Cleaning the lenses may resolve the issue. Issue: The beam pattern is
not accurate. Solutions: The housings require alignment. We recommend getting the help of a
professional mechanic. This may cause damage to your eyes. In case of a car accident, make
sure to turn off the car's power to prevent high voltage electric leakage from damaged product
components. This HID relay kit is pre-wired for plug and play and connects to both sides of your
vehicle. By drawing stable current directly from the battery, it protects your factory wiring. The
wiring harness features its own inline fuse. This kit should eliminate dashboard error messages
and prevent any possible flickering. This basic HID relay controller will switch power input from
your factory wiring directly to the battery. Since the power is drawn directly from the battery,
bypassing the factory wiring, you may increase the lifespan of the HID kit in this way. They
should trick the vehicle into thinking that the factory bulb is being installed. Also, resistors are
applied to smooth the current flow; therefore, it may prolong the longevity of the HID bulbs.
Flickering is usually caused by aftermarket bulbs drawing less power than factory ones. The
most common case is when your Daytime Running Lights are the same bulbs, which you are
upgrading. If your vehicle senses a different bulb due to less power drawn, your vehicle will try
to ignite the HIDs repeatedly, which will lead to flickering. This effect is caused by Pulse Width
Modulation used within the circuit to be commonly applied in newer vehicles. You may also
experience a buzzing sound from the HID relay harness, in case you have one without resistors.
You may experience your aftermarket lights shutting off after a couple of seconds due to
specific computer systems in the vehicle, for instance, different Can Bus systems. The lights
may be consistent if your engine is not running. Make sure you mount them to metal away from
any plastic, wiring or anything that can potentially melt or burn. General information This HID
relay kit is pre-wired for plug and play and connects to both sides of your vehicle. What are
relays and resistors? Resistor Wattage: 50W Resistance: 6 Ohms. Power wire Ground wires 1
for each side. Flickering Show. Strobe Light Effect Show. Shutting off Show. Dimensions and
compatibility. Feel free to look up all compatible HID systems with this relay kit. Resistors get
extremely hot. Contents Home General information What are relays and resistors? Common
issues to resolve Dimensions and compatibility Caution! Full installation guide. Remove the
existing halogen bulbs from the vehicle refer to your vehicle's owner's manual for instructions.
Some vehicles require more work than others due to their unique bulb housings and may
necessitate the headlight housing and bumper to be removed entirely during installation. The
bulb should sit where the original bulb was located and the bulb connector should be
connected to the bulb. The relay should be connected to the original bulb plug. Seal the
headlight housing with the dust cap. Assemble the brackets unto the ballasts and mount the
ballasts unto a solid and well-ventilated location under the hood near the headlight reflector.
Allow the necessary distance for the base connector to reach the bulb. Connect all the plugs
from the ballast to the bulb as shown in the diagrams. Ensure that you get the polarity correct.
HID lights do not work with reversed polarity. Make sure that the plugs are securely placed and
firmly intact. If you have a bi-xenon kit, connect the ballasts to the relay harness. If you have a
Bi-Xenon kit , connect the grounds to the car body and the power wire to the positive terminal of
the battery. Connect the relay plug to the vehicle's factory headlight socket. You will only use
one side of the factory socket. The other side should be left empty. It is easier to use the plug
on the side closer to the battery. Tie all cables in place. You can use zip ties to secure the wiring
harness. Make sure no moving or heat- producing object is within close distance to them.
Confirm that all components are fastened properly before operation. Test your lights to make

sure they are working properly. Keep them on for 10 minutes. This is just a simple burn-in
procedure. Single Beam wiring diagram. Warning Canceller wiring diagram Single Beam. The
relay wiring harness with load resistors is commonly used with the aftermarket HID kits. Upon
startup, HID ballasts draw more current than halogens to ignite the Xenon gas inside of the
bulbs, once fired, they draw less than a stock light. The relay provides initial starting of the HID
lights with the proper voltage. The 30 Amp fuse is located on this power wire to protect the
lighting system. It will cut off the power flow in case of short circuiting. Built-in wire with the
type connector should be connected to the ballast feed socket which goes with the HID set on
the battery side. The relay with its help get the signal for turning on and off the lights. The relay
wiring harness also includes two wires with the relay ballasts feeds. They should be connected
to the ballasts inputs that come with the HID bulb to supply lighting system with the power. The
shorter wire should be connected to the battery side ballast, the longer one to the opposite
ballast. Essential part of this relay wiring harness are two load resistors: the built-in resistor
and the separate one. The first resistor should be screwed to the metal on the battery side of the
vehicle. The separate resistor should be connected to the ballast feed which comes with the HID
bulb on the non-battery side and screwed to the bare metal. HID lights are a characterized with
low resistance and high output application. The load resistors also help enable the usage of HID
kit in Daytime Running Lights mode providing it the stable power input allowing the lights to
operate properly. Here are the most frequently asked questions and issues connected with the
work of the HID Xenon kit which may be resolved after installation of the relay harness with load
resistors :. Issue: When I installed the bulbs in my headlamps, I noticed a flickering coming
from both headlamps. Reason: Flickering may be caused by aftermarket bulbs drawing less
power than the factory ones. If your vehicle senses a different bulb due to less power which is
drawn, it will try to ignite the HIDs repeatedly, which will lead to flickering. The most common
case is when the Daytime Running Lights are the same bulbs, which you are upgrading. This
mode makes the bulb operate on the lower voltage causing HID bulb to flicker. Reason: This
effect is caused by Pulse Width Modulation used within the circuit to be commonly applied in
newer vehicles. You may also experience a buzzing sound from the HID relay harness, in case
you have one without resistors. Issue: I start the motor and within 5 seconds the headlights turn
off and will not turn back on. Reason: You may experience your aftermarket lights shutting off
after a couple of seconds due to specific computer system in the vehicle, for instance, different
Can Bus systems. The lights may be consistent if your engine is not running. In most cases,
you will face this issue with the engine 'ON'. The easiest troubleshooting for these issues is
upgrading the fuse to 20 Amp. It will the best option for the HID kit since the resistance will be
reduced and the amount of power will be increased. The increase is small and it is safe for your
electric system. The other possible reason is an unsecured connection. Make sure that all the
connections are clean and dry, check if there are bent pins. In case, you upgraded the fuse and
checked all connections up, but the issue was not resolved, the installation of the relay harness
with load resistors may be needed. What is it? Helpful Tech Tips and Tricks What is the relay
wiring harness with load resistors? Posted on: Jan It is a wiring accessory for an existing
system. It can be used for high beams, low beams and fog lights on most vehicles. The
connections have universal design to fit most of Xenon ballasts. Its installation is really plug
and play since usually hard wiring job is not needed. The wiring harness has one relay for both
sides. Simple connections make the installation easy. In addition, it has an inline fuse. It is used
to get a signal for turning on and off the lights. Two relay ballasts feeds which connect to
ballasts provide HID system with the power. They come with silicone grommets which allow to
make them waterproof. The relay wiring harness helps prolong the lifespan of the HID
conversion kit and stabilize its work. Moreover, with its installation potential flickering or lights
turn off can be resolved. This automotive accessory is a great unit to make aftermarket lights
work properly. Flickering can be quite annoying. The relay wiring harness is what you need to
prevent and resolve possible power supply issues! Works as intended, but could be long
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er. I had to run wiring outside of the engine bay, behind the grille to make it reach the
passenger ballast. Easy to install and provides full power to the lights. A must have for any HID
kit. Great Product! Great Customer Service! Will Definetly buy from Kensun again! Type: Relay
Harness. Plug-and-Play installation for most vehicles. In case you face any difficulties with the
product, inquire our troubleshooting. You can also benefit from Toll-Free Kensun Customer
Service or use a relay harness with resistors installation diagram. Customer Reviews. Customer
Photos. Reviews Questions. Title of Review. How was your overall experience? Thank you for

submitting a review! Your input is very much appreciated. Share it with your friends so they can
enjoy it too! Facebook Twitter. Clear filters. More Filters. United States. Was this helpful? Must
have installation harness. Top Product! Other fine products. Your Name. Your Email. Review
Content. Upload image. Thanks for your review! Thank you!

